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Letter from the Editors Index

F acing the new generation of 
devices, one can’t help but con-
cede: we are entering the Age 

of Superintelligent Machines. As the 
futurists predicted right from the 
start of AI thinking.

As we voyage off today into new fron-
tiers – it is not towards the other side 
of the world or the moon. Returning 
from centuries searching afar, we did 
find what we sought has always been 
in our backyard. The leaps for man-
kind are now steps into pioneering 
our bodies, homes, work, and lives.

Impassioned advocate of AI Hans 
Moravec states, “It is comparatively 
easy to make computers exhibit adult 
level performance on intelligence 
tests, and difficult or impossible to 
give them the skills of a one-year-
old when it comes to perception and 
mobility.” (This assertion is widely 
known as Moravec’s paradox.) 

Stephen Hawking expresses con-
cerns that technology could super-
sede humanity    - and certainly will 
if we are not ready for it. “Success 
in creating AI would be the biggest 
event in human history.” Hawking 
writes, with the ominous next line: 
“...it might also be the last, unless we 

learn how to avoid the risks.” 

Sure, superintelligent machines are 
inconceivably better at calculating, 
comparing, and analyzing than the 
human brain. This is extremely ben-
eficial in many areas and many ways. 
Nonetheless, there is an ontologi-
cal difference between superintel-
ligence and consciousness. To quote 
Noam Chomsky, “Thinking is a hu-
man feature. Will AI someday really 
think? That’s like asking if subma-
rines swim. If you call it swimming 
then robots will think, yes.”

Even if innovation actually over-
comes Moravec’s paradox, will 
learning machines ever be “Mas-
chinenmenschen?”

The thinkers, doers and makers of 
our era are weighing in Artificial In-
telligence’s future in relation to our 
own. Not isolated to a specific field, a 
Superintelligent legacy is being built 
to connect enlightenment spanning 
knowledges. This issue of AHEAD 
gathers leading minds in science, 
medicine, transhumanism, technol-
ogy, Internet of Things, academia 
and culture together to explore the 
present day realities and potential 
bigger picture of “Machine a Man”. ◼
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Human 
Conscience  
& Mechanical 
 Intelligence

 

here were two poignant discover-
ies during the beginnings of the 
computer revolution. For one, 
the realisation that equations fol-
low simple yet strict rules that 
can easily be transferred to a 
computing machine. On the oth-

er hand, the observation that numeric symbols do 
not basically differentiate themselves from other 
accumulations of symbols, such as characters of 
the alphabet. Calculating automata then cannot 
only sufficiently deal with numbers, but also with 
textual or statistical data. Konrad Zuse, inventor 
of the Z1 in 1937, the first “mechanical brain,” jus-
tified his invention with the statement that he was 
too lazy to complete the matrices calculations, a 
repetitive pattern of statistical calculation, which 
civil engineers must complete over and over again. 
For this reason, he delegat-
ed the task to a machine.  

The game of chess proved 
to be the grand challenge 
for early computer tech-
nology. Zuse learned to 
play Chess so as to pro-
gram his initial numeric 
abacus. Turing studied 
simple rules of the end-
game. In the 1950s, Claude 

Shannon built 
a programmed chess 

machine. It took decades until 
the hardware became available for 

operative chess computers and the 
IBM chess computer “Deep Blue,” which 

won against a human World Chess Cham-
pion for the first time in 1997, was built with 

complex hardware with a very extensive rep-
ertoire of saved games, on which it drew very 

skillfully and quickly. However, by then chess 
had vanquished its place as the relevant test of 
intelligence long ago. In his essay “Computing 
Machinery and Intelligence,” Turing explains 
the challenge taking another direction: 

I propose to consider the question, “Can ma-
chines think?” This should begin with defini-
tions of the meaning of the terms “machine” 
and “think.”

To illustrate this more precisely, he proposes an 
“Imitation Game.” A human interviewer is con-
nected to another room via telegraph. In that 
room, a woman and a man sit in front of similar 
devices and the interviewer should, by means 
of skilful questioning, find out who is at which 
device, all within a certain period of time. To 
make the experiment more exciting, lies and 
linguistic tricks are permitted. When one 
person is then replaced by a computer, the 
premise is to find out which device is con-
nected to a human and which to a com-
puter. After a few correlations between 
computers and “thinking” Turing comes 
to a surprising conclusion: 

The original question, “Can machines 
think?” I believe to be too meaningless 
to deserve discussion. Nevertheless I 
believe that at the end of the century 
the use of words and general educat-
ed opinion will have altered so much Wolfgang Coy worked 

as a Professor for Com-
puter Science at the 
Humboldt-Universität 
zu Berlin from 1996 to 
2013 and is now with the 
Helmholtz-Zentrum für 
Kulturtechnik. He has 
published numerous 
works on topics such 
as digital media, social 
and cultural history and 
the theory of computer 
science.

by Wolfgang Coy

that one will be able to speak of machines think-
ing without expecting to be contradicted.

This experiment, commonly known as the “Tur-
ing Test,” was continued in the form of a contest 
for the  following years, entertaining a wider au-
dience every time. In 1966, Joseph Weizenbaum 
introduced the first realistic variation of the imi-
tation game with his program “Eliza.” Eliza relies 
on a question and answer script, which simulates 
a therapist by asking response questions such as 
“Why do you feel that I react like a computer?” or 
by creating a semantic smokescreen around com-
plicated requests such as “Tell me more about 
your mother.” Eliza clearly showed that commu-
nication is subject to formal, rule-based aspects, 
which means that one cannot yet speak of intelli-
gent behavioural patterns. 

The amazing capabili-
ties of the first computer 
programs were described 
in popular books and ar-
ticles such as Edmund C. 
Berkeley’s “Giant Brains 
or Machines That Think” 
as intelligent services 
from “electronic brains” 
which seemed to question 
the esteemed status of the 
human brain. A certain 
shyness and widespread 
respect towards mathe-
matics, even in its elemen-
tary form, may have reinforced this awe-inducing 
tendency. 

Shortly thereafter, two MIT researchers, John 
McCarthy and Marvin Minsky, devoted them-
selves to a deeper understanding of intelligent-
seeming software. At the time, McCarthy was 
working on a programming language that no 
longer used numeric calculations at the centre, 
but processed symbolic-logical expressions, in-
cluding that of texts.  Minsky was interested in 
the simulation of neural networks. These themes 
were to be discussed at a conference under the 
heading “Automata Theory.” Unfortunately, dur-
ing the preparation, a text was published claiming 
a mathematical concept of “Automata Theory” 
was, in fact, something entirely different.  With-
out hesitation, they changed the name of the con-
ference to the somewhat exaggeratedly generic 
term “Artificial Intelligence.” It was exactly one of 
these thoughtless “misnomers” which proved to 
be momentous.  How would the course of history 
of computer science have changed, had Minsky 
and McCarthy kept the original conference title? 
The fantastic element of the newly-introduced 
term “Artificial Intelligence” was self-driving. 
The fundamental questions remained: What ex-

actly is intelligence? And what is “Machine Intel-
ligence”?
The philosopher John Searle constructed a philo-
sophical “Gedankenexperiment,”  the “Chinese 
Room” thought experiment in the late 1950s 
based on language translation studies. The 
premise of the “Chinese Room” is a human who 
does not speak Chinese is seated in an isolated 
room. This person is passed questions in Chinese 
through a letter slot and is supposed to choose 
suitable answers from an expanded set of rules, 
also written purely in Chinese characters. In ad-
dition there is a sheet of rules in English, which he 
can use to help him choose an answer. The sub-
ject takes a piece of paper, recognises a character 
by its form, looks up the rough English equiva-
lent and provides an answer in Chinese based on 

these rules. Such transactions may indeed also 
be programmed without the human subject; this 
program replaces the human. The crucial ques-
tion for Searle was: can this rule-based technol-
ogy solve the mystery of “consciousness”? At the 
very least, the Chinese Room indicates that much 
of what we call intelligent simply follows estab-
lished rules and is basically automated. Does the 
Chinese Room have self-awareness of its actions? 
Does the room “think” in cooperation with the 
human or with a program that replaces the hu-
man? Of course, Searle was challenged that he 
improperly interchanged the notions of “intel-
ligence” and “consciousness” since the ruling 
apparatus, the “room,” may appear intelligent, 
but we cannot ascribe it any (self-) awareness. 
Besides, there were few AI researchers who were 
willing to grant a machine consciousness - even 
while everyone was talking about “Artificial Intel-
ligence.” 

The notions of intelligence and consciousness in-
termingle within fantasy literature and film and 
television adaptations thereof to a point where 
they are hardly distinguishable from each other 
to the general public. AI researchers often use 
this to their advantage, to attract attention (and 

therefore enable research funding): internal fac-
tions of the “strong” and “weak” AI-hypotheses 
were defined. Some wanted programs and equip-
ment to display “intelligent” outcomes while oth-
ers believed it to be possible to implant intelli-
gence or even consciousness into their machines. 
However, in the scientific and technical daily life 
these beliefs could not hold up. 

The majority of AI researchers turned to new 
tasks. Advances in automation technology al-
lowed an integration of computer systems to that 
of sensors, able to measure digitised values and 
actuators for converting digital signals to control 
systems, most visible in independently-operating 
robots or self-driving cars. Computers and pro-
grams now come equipped with a “body” - bodies 

that can, for instance, learn 
how to play football. For 
this to happen, they need 
to coordinate their play - 
either from a central com-
mand system or by mutu-
ally influencing each other. 
This idea of a mechanic 
“swarm intelligence” in 
which comparatively sim-
ple machines coordinate to 
pursue a common objective 
has become a new research 
paradigm. In some respects, 
this evolution corresponds 
to that of the general pub-
lic’s access to the internet 

where people learn to communicate through 
social networks. In the human self-image, intel-
ligence has a significant social component that 
extends beyond the individual. By creating a net-
work, the mechanic intelligence reaches a new 
dimension.   IBM’s “Watson”-computer would be 
useless without the resources of the internet. The 
computer and data centres of search engines are 
available for human consciousness only through 
the constant monitoring of network data. The 
term “intelligence” is apparently subject to con-
stant change. 

So how does Turing’s expectation that we will 
implicitly talk of “thinking machines” by the end 
of the century? At the very least, we must admit 
that attributing intelligence to machines or “the 
net” no longer is encountered with broad re-
jection. The “Internet of Things:” personalised 
smartphones, networked devices and global data 
networks create a reality in which it is difficult to 
separate or measure exactly the actions of human 
and machines. The term intelligence thereby 
frees itself from its exclusive attribution to the 
human (or animal) brain. As Robert F. Kennedy 
said: “Like it or not, we live in interesting times...”  
◼

There were few AI   
researchers who were  

willing to grant a machine  
consciousness – even while  
everyone was talking about  

Artificial Intelligence.

What exactly is  
intelligence? And  
what is "machine  

`intelligence?
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thinking about forever
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by Ryan Wolfe
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r. Natasha Vita-More, model Trans-
humanist that she is, believes that 
I should live forever. I started this 
morning  thinking almost the exact 
opposite, but her infectious alacrity 

has me recalculating my prospective utility to 
humankind. Why are you so important that you 
should live and take up space? Well for goodness 
sake, every person is important, every life that 
has a positive impact on the world and others is 
valued! I think it’s more inhumane to allow peo-
ple to die, to just kick them to the curb and bury 
them and say ‘well, another one will be born.’ 
She believes that advances in technology will one 
day enable this newfound radical longevity. She 
refuses to see individual people as interchange-
able resources.  According to Dr. Vita-More, my 
mother really was right: I 
am a special little snowflake, 
after all.

Natasha Vita-More is a 
prominent figure in the 
rapidly expanding Transhu-
manist movement. In 2005, 
she developed the concept 
of a Primo Posthuman body, 
which is effectively what 
you have left once you have finished swapping 
out every bit of the original you with parts en-
gineered to be better, faster, more efficient. She 
co-authored with her husband Max More, the 
Transhumanist Reader, a veritable who’s-who of 
erudite prognosis on the 
not-so-far-out-future 
that awaits humanity as 
a species. She is on the 
faculty of the for-profit 
University of Advancing 
Technology, where she is 
working on helping soci-
ety take full advantage of 
the increasing popula-
tion of older adults; how 
do we help keep them 
productive, and how do 
we help society better le-
verage their wisdom and 
experience? She’s work-
ing on a graphic novel that is geared towards in-
troducing a new generation of younger readers to 
the Transhumanist worldview. She is engaged in 
fundamental research into the biological viability 
of preserving memory after death. In short, Dr 
Vita-More does not tend to approach her areas 
of interest in anything less intensive than a full-
scale assault.

E. O. Wilson once said that “Homo Sapiens, the 
first truly free species, 
is about to decommis-
sion natural selection, 
the force that made 

us…. Soon we must look deep within ourselves 
and decide what we wish to become.” Transhu-
manists are busy exploring our options therein. 
Put simply, Transhumanists believe in the imper-
ative of self-directed betterment, a pursuit with 
the novel label “extropy.” If entropy is the ten-
dency of all systems to devolve over time, extropy 
is the opposite. It is our opportunity as individu-
als to continually improve our bodies, our intel-
lect, our mental well-being, and the general state 
of the world around us. Extropy is the optimistic 
pursuit of the better, the ontological version of a 
glass half-full.

And Dr Vita-More is nothing if not optimistic. 
Primo Posthuman, her concept for a prosthetic 
artificial body put her on the transhumanist map 
in the mid-90s.

The rapid progression of technological prosthetic 
augmentations now moving into mainstream 
use – everything from high tech limb prosthet-
ics to retinal implants and artificial hearts, not to 

mention the rapid devel-
opment of biometric wear-
able technologies like the 
Fitbit and Apple Watch – 
lend credence to her thesis 
that technology may one 
day enable us to transcend 
our own mortality. “..the 
transhuman is merely part 
of what is natural in the 
steering of our evolution...
the human is a natural and 
innate explorer, problem 
solver, and a species that 
has this frontal lobe, and 
that frontal lobe is not only 

our problem solving, [but] our imagination and 
creativity and our aspirations.”

Dr. Vita-More’s professional trajectory follows 
an arc, from ebullient prognostication of what 
might be possible in a distant future – designer 
bodies, directed self-evolution, radical longevity 
– to a more prosaic, but also more directed, focus 
on developing the enabling conditions for that fu-
ture. Part of this shift may be due to the fact that 
she has clearly spent a lot of energy over the years 
trying to convince her detractors of the inherent 
logic of her cause. “[Having] visionary ideas is one 
thing, but dealing with the here and now is essen-

tial. It would be a miss for me to be spending my 
time and thought capital in the far future and not 
deal with what currently is.”
Her newest contribution comes via research she 
is conducting in cryobiology that is focused on 
the viability of preserving memories when freez-
ing and then reviving a living organism. Dr. Vita-
More and her colleagues train roundworms to 
remember specific olfactory cues. Yes, worms 
apparently can learn, at least a little. After learn-
ing new behavioral responses, these worms were 
then frozen via a process called vitrification, 
which minimizes physical damage to the organ-
ism. The worms were then thawed out, reanimat-
ed, and tested again to see whether the behaviors 
they had learned were retained -- they were. 
What this means for Transhumanists is that the 
cryonic preservation of a human body, or just a 
brain, could preserve not just the cells and biolog-
ical material, but also the memories and unique 
behaviors that constitute identity. And for some-
one like Natasha Vita-More, that means she’s one 
step closer to one day getting that new prosthetic 
body she’s been writing about for a while now.

At first, the idea of immortality sounds extrava-
gant, because humans are not biologically pre-
disposed to think significantly beyond the here 
and now.  We experience our lives as measured in 
hours and days and years, not in terms of centu-
ries, millennia and beyond. Nature has pre-pro-
grammed all of us to die from the very moment 
of our conception.

It’s easy to view research into radical life exten-
sion as being somehow incongruent with the 
rules of life that we are all expected to play by. But 
Transhumanists like Vita-More are playing a dif-

ferent game entirely, or at least studying the rules 
intently, looking for any and every technicality 
and opportunity to gain any and every advantage 
possible. They are not simply playing to win the 
game of life; for Transhumanists, winning means 
the ability to keep on playing. “If the fundamen-
tal identity of humanity is life, then that is what 
needs to be preserved.” ◼

She refuses to see 
individual people 
as interchange-
able resources.

Transhumanists 
believe in the 
imperative of 

self-directed bet-
terment.

Extropy is the 
optimistic pursuit 
of the better, the 
ontological ver-
sion of a glass 

half-full.

Illustration of Natasha Vita-More by Jonathan Blay-Amar, 2015.
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P rometheus was spared imprisonment for 
not fighting aside his fellow Titans against 
the Olympians. Instead, he was given the 

task of creating man… Or so the myth spawn-
ing centuries of interpretations begins. It took 
generations for this story to jump from tongues 
to pages to its first steps on screen, riveting au-
diences at every age. The story of creating a man 
has a long ancestry.

In the seminal film Metropolis, a machine replica 
of a woman was brought to life. A full body cast 
sculpted for “False Maria” defined the robot man-

ifestations of artificial intelligence on screens 
thereafter. Mary Shelly’s “The Modern Pro-
metheus” was immortalized by actor Boris Kar-
loff in Frankenstein. An iconic moment in film, 
“It’s alive!” set a trajectory for actors to portray 
incarnations of artificial intelligence evermore.

Nearly a century since Metropolis (1927) and 
Frankenstein (1931), two traceable lineages 
emerge: descendants of AI embodied by a ro-
botesque machine; relatives of an AI character 
played by an actor / actress. With films such as 
ExMachina (2015) making their way to theaters a 

new consciousness is arising to form an intersec-
tion of robot and human.  

AI characters in film have had a legacy of serving 
as vehicles for people to question life, creation, 
death, morality, purpose, society, and effect of 
actions. As the technology catches up to trans-
lating AI from a vision to a reality, films are now 
featuring hybrid roles where man and machine 
are one. Humans exploring humanity thru AI has 
now opened the door to AI exploring humanity 
without man. 

100 Years of AI in Film
by Leah Stuhltrager and Trent McConaghy

`18

THE CINEGULARITYTHE CINEGULARITY
A historical account of 24 
movie moments that ac-
cumulated to this defining 
time of AI

1. False Maria in Metropolis. Dir. Fritz 
Lang. Paramount Pictures, 1927. “There 
can be no understanding between the 
hand and the brain unless the heart acts 
as mediator.”

2. Frankenstein in Frankenstein. Dir. 
James Whale. Universal Studios, 1931. 
“Nothing is so painful to the human mind 
as a great and sudden change.”

3. The Tin Man in The Wizard of Oz. 
Dir. Victor Fleming. Metro-Goldwin-
Mayer, 1939. “What have you learned, 
Dorothy?”

4. Gort in The Day the Earth Stood 
Still. Dir. Robert Wise. 20th Century 
Fox, 1951. “There must be security for 
all, or no one is secure. Now, this does not 
mean giving up any freedom, except the 
freedom to act irresponsibly.”

5. Robby the Robot in Forbidden 
Planet. Dir. Fred M. Wilcox. Metro-
Goldwin-Mayer, 1956. “Id. It’s a… It’s 
an obsolete term. I’m afraid once used to 
describe elementary basis of the subcon-
scious mind.”

6. Rosey in Jetsons. Dir. William Han-
na and Joseph Barbera. Hanna-Bar-
bera, 1962. “There’s only one thing worse 
than war and that is business…”

7. Alpha 60 in Alphaville. Dir. Jean-
Luc Godard. Athos Films, 1965. “The 
past represents its future. It advances in 
a straight line, yet it ends by coming full 
circle.”

8. HAL 9000 in 2001:   A Space Odys-
sey. Dir. Stanley Kubrick. Metro-Gold-
win-Mayer, 1968. “I am putting myself 
to the fullest possible use, which is all I 
think that  

 
 
any conscious entity can ever hope to 
do.”

9. C3PO and R2D2 in Star Wars. Dir. 
George Lucas. Lucasfilm, 1977. “Don’t 
call me a mindless philosopher, you over-
weight glob of grease!”

10. Ash in Aliens. Dir. Ridley Scott. 
20th Century Fox, 1979. “I admire its 
purity. A survivor… unclouded by con-
science, remorse, or delusions of moral-
ity.”

11. Roy Batty in Blade Runner. Dir. 
Ridley Scott. Warner Bros, 1982. “We’ve 
got a lot in common.”

12. MCP Master Control Program in 
Tron: Legacy. Dir. Steven Lisberger. 
Walt Disney Pictures, 1982. “We don’t 
need Users. We’ve advanced; they’re su-
perfluous.”

13. T-800 in Terminator. Dir. James 
Cameron. Hemdale Film Corporation, 
1984. “Possible response: Yes/No; or 
What?; Go away; Please come back later; 
F** you, A**hole. F*** you.”

14. Data in Star Trek: The Next Gen-
eration. Dir. Gene Roddenberry. Para-
mount Television, 1987. “You don’t tell 
me how to behave; you’re not my mother!”

15. Edward in Edward Scissorhands. 
Dir. Tim Burton. 20th Century Fox, 
1990. “I’m not finished.”

16.  Andrew in Bicentennial Man. Dir. 
Chris Columbus. Columbia Pictures, 
1999. “I’ve always tried to make sense of 
things. There must be some reason I am 
as I am.”

17. Agent Smith in The Matrix. Dir. 
the Wachowskis. Warner Bros., 1999. 
“Human beings are a disease, a cancer of 
this planet. You’re a plague and we are the 
cure.”

 
 
 
18. Gigolo Joe and David in AI. 
Dir. Steven Spielberg. Warner 
Bros. and Dream Works Pic-
tures, 2001. “They made us too 
smart, too quick, and too many. 
We are suffering from the mis-
takes they made because when 
the end comes, all that will be left 
is us.”

19. Sonny in I, Robot. Dir. Alex 
Proyas. 20th Century Fox, 2004. 
“Now that I fulfilled my purpose… 
I don’t know what to do.”

20. GERTY in Moon. Dir. Dun-
can Jones. Sony Pictures Classic, 
2009. “I hope life on Earth is every-
thing you remember it to be.”

21. David in Prometheus. Dir. 
Ridley Scott. 20th Century Fox, 
2012. “How far would you go to get 
your answers?”

22. Samantha in Her. Dir. Spike 
Jonze. Warner Bros., 2013. “I can 
understand how the limited perspec-
tive of an unartificial mind might 
perceive it that way. You’ll get used to 
it.”

23. The Machine in The Machine. 
Dir. Caradog W. James. Content Me-
dia, 2013. “I didn’t know it was a man; 
I didn’t know man and clown were the 
same.”

24.  Ava in Ex Machina. Dir. Alex 
Garland. Universal Studios, 2015. “Of 
course you were programmed, by nature 
or nurture or both…” ◼

Graphics by Leah Stuhltrager and Jonathan Blay Amar, 2015.
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Exponential change is around us, and it’s 
altering the world. There’s a Moore’s 
Law for genetic sequencing. The costs 

to sequence a human genome have dropped 
from billions to millions to thousands. 
There’s a Moore’s Law for genetic synthesis. 
The cost to create strands of DNA has plum-
meted exponentially. There’s a Moore’s Law 
for solar panel efficiency. And so on…

But what drives Moore’s Law itself? 

It turns out that the key is artificial intelli-
gence. AI drives chip design, and chips drive 
AI, ad infinitum. 

From genetic sequencing or synthesis to 
solar, each domain has experienced a step 
change in exponential growth when a very 
special thing happened: Silicon. For exam-
ple, genetic sequencing had a 1.2x / year im-
provement in cost before silicon, and 10x / 
year once it touched silicon. There’s a Silicon 
Midas Touch for exponential change. Silicon 
chips are the workhorse powering comput-
ing - memory, communication, and com-
putation. Crack open your smartphone and 
you’ll find a dozen chips with near-magical 
properties. The technology keeps getting 
more efficient, increasingly smaller requir-
ing less electricity, additionally powerful, 
and cheaper.

The improvement in silicon, specifically 
how densely you can pack transistors, is 
*the* Moore’s Law. These days a transistor - 
the building block of computing - is just 14 
nanometers long. That’s 1000x smaller than 
the width of a human hair. In 18 months, 
transistors will be 10nm long. Then 7nm. 
Then smaller. The physics are there to keep 
going for at least ten more years, if not de-

“From Aaaa! to ZZZap!” by Denny Mandiberg, 2015. A 7,600 volume limited edition artist set 
from the project “Print Wikipedia”. Courtesy Michael Mandiberg and Denny Gallery, NYC.

AI  
Drives Moore’s Law* 

by Trent McConaghy

Moore’s Law is a computing term that  
originated around 1970. This law states that  
processor speeds, or overall processing  
power, for computers will double every 2 years.

*

Typical Berlin: space for ideas everywhere.

The technology and digital scene 
pulsates in the creative hub of 
Europe, embedded in a venerable 
industrial culture and world-class 
research institutions. Berlin is the 
European leader. Startups here  
collected more venture capital 
than anywhere else last year,  
reaching 2.2 billion dollars. 

The business development compa-
ny Berlin Partner for Business and 
Technology will help you with net-
working as well as finding talent 
and the right place for your ideas. 

Come to IFA and see proof of  
Berlin's great record with regard 
to usability & design for yourself: 
Four Berlin companies have been  
nominated for the International  
Design Center's UX DesignAwards.  

Find out if one of them will win  
or not in Hall 11.2, Booth 113 – 
where all participants‘ projects 
will be exhibited.

DO YOU HAVE A HEAD FULL OF IDEAS, ENTREPRENEURIAL  
SPIRIT, AND WANT TO BE INSPIRATIONAL? THEN GET YOUR-
SELF TO BERLIN. 

the place to be for technology and innovation.
www.berlin-partner.de
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cades. There’s long-term work for carbon nano-
tube transistors that are fractions of a nanometer.

But there’s a hitch: variation gone wild. These 
days, transistors are so tiny that you can start to 
count the number of individual atoms they con-

tain. The problem 
is, transistors are 
manufactured in a 
way that random-
ness is part of the 
process (“doping”), 
which means al-
most every transis-
tor is going to have 
some atoms out of 
place in different 
ways. Even a few 
atoms out of place 
could, for example, 
accidentally double 
power consump-
tion and kill your 
phone’s battery life. 
This is a hard prob-
lem: imagine try-
ing to design a car 

where each piston could be 6” or 4” or anywhere 
in between - and you have no idea until it’s manu-
factured. It sounds next to impossible. Especially 
when you’ve got 6 billion parts to design into 
your machine, each with crazy variation. This is 
what chip designers face.

There is now a solution to variation gone wild, 
and it’s thrilling. It’s artificial intelligence. AI. 
These days, when those brilliant engineers at 
TSMC, Intel, Qualcomm, and Apple design new 
processes and new chips, they use software tools 
that have AI under the hood. The AI can consider 
6 billion transistors at a time, and does so. Engi-
neers wield the AI-based tools through abstrac-
tions like higher-level languages that specify 
“what they want” rather than “how to do it,” large 
scale machine learning to tease out critical rela-
tions, and thoughtful visualizations to expose the 
most critical elements to designers.
 
Here is what’s incredible about this scenario of 
progress. Obviously, the AI software has to run 
on some hardware substrate - which of course is 
silicon chips. These are the chips designed by the 
AI itself in the previous generation!

It’s a virtuous cycle: the AI-based computation 
drives new chip designs and those new chip de-
signs are used for new AI computations. This cy-
cle repeats continually. AI is a lynchpin in driving 
the positive feedback loop known as Moore’s Law. 
Now that’s amazing. ◼

Contribution by Partner
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Everything's Connected
The Internet of Things is an ecosystem in which everything

is connected through cloud services…

Data grows exponentially daily. From ambient sensors to our movements to fitness tracking – 
bits of information are connected by, analyzed in, and distributed through cloud computing.

Soil of farms being 
tracked and monitored 
through soil sensors 
and drones…

Constant analytics of 
numbers of people 
moving, temperatures, 
energy, consumption, 
emotional states, and 
economic data collected 
through connected 
mobility solutions…

Remote controlled 
lights, energy 
metering, contextual 
awareness, and 
messaging…

New control over
our body by medical 
implants or
enhancements, 
nanotechnology and 
advancements being 
pioneered by 
movements such as 
transhumanism…

Heart and stress levels 
measured, soothing 
signals sent via 
devices on our wrists, 
jewelry or shirts….

GREEN BELT

AROUND A CITY

SMART CITY SMART HOME

POWER CONSUMPTION
AND ENVIRONMENT RISCS

SYSTEM FAILUREDATA OVERWHELMSECURITY RISCS ?

WEARABLES INSIDE OUR BODY

Infographic: Golden Section Graphics
data: Peter Bihr, emerging technologies consultant
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T he first thing I should say is that ac-
tually the SENS approach has very 
much become mainstream now, 

because other groups have been suggest-
ing the same thing–most prominently, 
Lopez-Otin et al., in Cell in 2013. When 
I first proposed SENS in 2002, everyone 
else was saying something very different. 
The main difference is that mainstream 
approaches have historically focused on 
slowing down the rate at which the body 
does damage to itself as a side-effect of its 
normal operation, whereas SENS pro-
poses letting the damage be created at a 
normal rate but then periodically repair-
ing it before there is so much that we get 
sick.”

De Grey was originally trained in com-
puter science and taught himself biology, 
with the help and encouragement of his 
wife who is a researcher at the University 
of Cambridge. Cambridge considered his 
1999 research on damage to mitochon-
drial DNA a significant enough contribu-
tion to award him a PhD.   “I was able to 
apply different ways of thinking, without 
the encumbrance of too much conven-
tional wisdom. I came in as a technologist 
rather than a basic scientist. Rather than 
being motivated by a desire to understand 
nature for the sake of understanding it, I 
was motivated by a desire to manipulate 
nature for humanitarian good, and only 
to understand nature better to the extent 

that that was a necessary means to the 
humanitarian end.”

The repair and restore approach is what 
lead de Grey to the prediction that thou-
sand year lifespans could become a reality 
for many of us. “The therapies we are cur-
rently working to create could be called 

‘SENS 1.0’. We think they will be able to 
let people stay healthy for maybe an addi-
tional 30 years. The question is, will SENS 
2.0, after those 30 years of extra research, 
be enough of an advance on SENS 1.0 to 

give those same people another 30 years 
of life.” As long as future rejuvenating 
therapies stays ahead of aging itself, we 
would achieve what de Grey calls “lon-
gevity escape velocity”. “Various argu-
ments can be made that there’s almost no 
chance that we will ever fall below that 
rate of progress once we get to SENS 1.0.”

While staying younger and having more 
life to live sounds great to many of us, de 
Grey has also faced a strong resistance 
to his conclusions. He calls this the pro-
aging trance. The pro-aging trance is the 
irrationality that otherwise smart people 
exhibit when they are forced to think 
about the defeat of aging. I believe that 
it arises mainly from their fear of getting 
their hopes up about aging being brought 
under control in time for them. It is a 
huge problem, because it slows down the 
science by reducing funding.”

De Grey focuses research on a milestone 
he calls “Robust Mouse Regeneration” 
(RMR), basically developing therapies 
that could reliably return elderly mice to 
a younger biological age and extend their 
lifespan. “I still believe that the only thing 
that will really crack society’s pro-aging 
trance is a change in the public, expert 
scientific consensus, and I think RMR 
is what is needed to create that change. 
In the past 10 years, we have only made 
roughly the amount of progress that I 
believed we would make in 3 years. How-
ever, my predictions were always contin-
gent on the availability of enough funds. 
I think the amount of progress we have 
made in the past ten years is about what I 
would have expected given the amount of 
funding that was in fact available.”

While our  
society seems 
to be obsessed 

with staying 
healthy and 

looking young, 
many people 

resist the idea 
of indefinite life 

extension.

Our cultures, 
economic  

models, and  
institutions 

have all evolved 
with aging and 

dying as a given.

Aubrey de Grey caused a sensa-
tion when he announced over 
ten years ago that the first person 
to live to one thousand was alive 
today. Since introducing the gen-
eral public to his concept of Strat-
egies for Engineered Negligible 
Senescence (SENS) in one of the 
earliest TED talks posted online, 
he has founded and acts as the 
Chief Science Officer of the SENS 
Foundation and continued to be 
one of the leading researchers, 
advocates, and thinkers explor-
ing the possibilities and conse-
quences of radically extending 
human lifespan.

by Kalin Harvey

How  
Soon is 
Forever?
 
Aubrey de Grey, a decade into 
the battle to end aging

Photo: derivative of “Aubrey de Grey” © 2010 by jeanbaptisteparis on flickr, licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0

Both supporters and detractors have argued that 
the consequences of ending aging are impossible 
to predict, but could include unequal access to the 
therapy itself, changes to the meaning of retire-
ment, population increases, and challenges to 
the right of fertility. In addition to a dozen or so 
scientific projects, the SENS Foundation has been 
supporting research that explores these scenarios 
and predicts that as a species we will find new 
patterns of employment, education, and leisure. 
They recently published a research paper explor-

ing these topics. “While the conclusions of the 
study are quite cautious, we are very happy, be-
cause this is what is needed in order to get policy-
makers to plan ahead.”
De Grey is characteristically sanguine about what 
he calls problems we should be happy to have. 
“Life will be very different in many ways, but 
nearly all of them are consequences of one so-
cial change: the freedom and prosperity that will 
arise from no longer needing to look after sick old 
people.” ◼

 “Life  
will be very  

different  
in many 

ways.”
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2751 
 kilometers

2621
  grams

New Media artists Patrick Gallagher and Chris Klapper 
explore the aesthetics of raw information in their ongo-
ing series datadatadata. In 2014, these two New Yorkers 
traced a historic walk across Spain, intent on turning the 
tracking data of their journey into the next iteration of an 
ongoing exploration of the quantifiable.

by Patrick Gallagher and Chris Klapper

Infinite Quest:  
An Epic of Numbers
Standing atop the rock cliff coast in the Basque 
region of Northern Spain without a map, we had 
only one goal: find the yellow trail marker and 
follow the arrows. Armed with our new Span-
ish SIM cards, a few language apps, and a rough 
sense of direction, we set off. ‘Mountains to the 
left, ocean to the right’ would be our only guide 
for the next six weeks and the first 1000 kilome-
ters.  

The plan was to make an obsessive accounting of 
our experiences along the centuries-old pilgrim-
age route Camino Del Norte and transform the 
flood of data into a unified artistic expression of 
our adventure.

The Quick Death  
of a Great Plan
As dedicated reporters with sound recording 
apps, cameras, and notebooks, we were prepared 
to annotate every significant discovery and se-
quester every single detail.

Day 1 -   May 2nd 2014, 11:27 AM   Location: 
43.316787, -2.005665. Mean temperature for the 
day 56º F/ 13ºC. Objective: Locate food, locate 
trail, walk all day, find a bed.   Distance traveled 
18km.

Day 2 - May 3rd 2014, 11:02 AM Location: 
43.304908, -2.202828. Average rainfall for May, 
20 days 92.9mm. Objective: Locate food, locate 
trail, walk all day, find a bed. 2:01 PM arrived at 
coastal village of Getaria, Gipuzkoa celebrating 
the first Sardine harvest of the season. Feet sore, 

stomachs empty. Distance traveled 30km. 

Day 3 - May 4th 2014 No entry in log.

Day 4 - May 5th 2014, 5:09 PM Location: 
43.293553, -2.386363. Aparaia - albergue/goat 
farm. Distance traveled 27km, but only 17km 
gained on trail due to getting lost. 

Day 5 - May 6th 2014, 3:00 PM Location: 
43.271041, -2.499946. Markina-Xemain. Distance 
traveled 34km. 

Encountered the Hermitage de San Miguel de 
Arretxinaga, a series of megaliths inside a pre-
romanesque structure. Slept in a 14th century 
gothic monastery, Monasterio de Zenarruza.

Day 6 - May 7th 2014, Zenarruza to Guernica, no 
log entry.

Cataloging our every move collapsed under its 
own weight within a few short days. 

At this point, we made the conscious decision to 
collect metadata after the fact in order to experi-
ence our journey in the moment.

Framed by castles, ruins, and cinematic skies, 
over the next six weeks we carefully made our 
way through solitude, spurred onward by the fu-
rious energy of spring as life exploded all around 
us. Witnessing calves stumble to their feet and 
trees sprouting after winter’s slumber, we fol-
lowed the trails of bees and butterflies into piney 
forests between fishing villages along the lime-
stone coastline. 

Metadata & Beyond
Day 61 - Arrived in Belalcázar, a small village 

in the south of Spain. Pop. 3400. A representative 
from La Fragua Artist Residency showed us to our 
studio within the confines of a 15th century mon-
astery. The first order of business was to retrace 
our journey and compile the data.  

For the next 12 days we sifted through thousands 
of photographs and hundreds of receipts, com-
piling every bit of information from our archive, 
excavating the raw data from each point along the 
journey, tracking GPS coordinates, averaging the 
color of the day, recording specific temperatures, 
wind speeds, rainfall, historical context, expens-
es, and distances — translating between tangible 
figures and moments of breathless wonder.

With a journey comprised of exponential infi-
nites, how do you select the data that tells the 
tale? Do blisters and exhaustion qualify as quan-
tifiable components?

As the information coalesced and a narrative be-
gan to take shape, our project began to reveal it-
self. Drawing connections from quantifiable data 
while highlighting the intense effort and beauty 
of the journey, we chose to create a mandala — a 
ritualistic geometric design symbolic of the uni-
verse and the effort to reunify the self.

The painstaking journey would be mirrored in 
the painstaking process of grinding rocks and 
laying down 23.2 m² of marble powder to form a 
mandala of raw data. 

The labor of the trek was soon translated into ex-
hausting 14 hour days spent on hands and knees, 
setting each number and line in its place. Emo-
tions and experiences were chronicled in dust, 
destined for obsolescence.

A meditation on the impermanence of memory 
would express our trials. ◼ 

2751 kilometers/2621 grams is a multi-faceted 
expression of a singular experience, referencing 
the distance traveled and the weight of the materi-
als used to make the mandala; a visualization of a 
journey drawn with finely ground marble and granite; 
carefully sculpted using handmade copper tools. 

The information is accurate yet illusive, the data is all 
there but the meaning lies beyond the mandala. The 
426 cm x 487 cm “2751 kilometers/2621 grams” data 
map was created over a 30 day period. Once fully 
completed, the piece existed for a total of 4 hours 
before it was destroyed. 

Patrick Gallagher and Chris Klapper installing “2751 
kilometers/2621 grams”. Photo by Javi Velez, 2014.

“2751 kilometers/2621 grams” installation by Patrick Gallagher and Chris Klapper, 2014.
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Innovative IT technologies are revolutionizing the 

hospitality industry, and are bringing travellers into 

smart new worlds of experience. 

Marriott Hotels, the flagship 

brand of the American hotel 

group Marriott International, is a 

world leader in this field. 

They developed a new 

understanding of service and 

optimized work processes in 

all areas.  The Marriott Hotels 

mission is to host travellers 

brilliantly through tech-enabled 

guest experiences. Among these guests can search 

now for hotel offers, which are filtered according to their 

settings, via the Marriott App. A GPS functionality helps 

T r a v e l B r i l l i a n T ly . C O . U K

M a r r i O T T  i n n O v a T e s  T r a v e l l i n g

finding hotels near their current position. A room can 

be booked with a simple click and guests can check-in 

on the go via mobile or tablet. They receive a message 

when their room is ready and 

links to photos, maps and 

helpful tips about the chosen 

destination are provided at the 

same time. 

In the hotel lobby, guests enjoy 

free Wi-Fi access. Thus, they 

can comfortably surf and work in 

the lobby and other public areas. 

The  new Marriott Guest 

Services App even allows to order wake-up calls, towels, 

bathrobes & more, and to chat directly with a Marriott 

host. Everything is connected. Everything is online.

Contribution by Partner

rom the earliest days of online 
communication, authentic connec-
tions have been hard to come by. 
Frustrated by the gaping anonym-
ity of the original internet message 
boards, we 

dragged our digital selves 
out of the darkness to the 
wide open world of social 
media. Today, virtually 
anyone can gain access to 
our innermost thoughts 
with nothing more than 
a friend request. How-
ever, even in this age of 
ever-increasing access to 
information, the illusion 
of privacy persists — we 
still cling to the belief 
that sharing our online 
identity is a matter of 
personal choice, which 
is what makes Crystal 
Email Assistant so deeply 
and undeniably creepy.
 
Fundamentally, Crystal 
is a tool for optimizing 
your online communica-
tion. According the team 
behind the new technol-
ogy, “Crystal analyzes 
public data to tell you 
how you can expect any 
given person to behave, 
how he or she wants to be 
spoken to, and perhaps 
more importantly, what 
you can expect your rela-
tionship to be like.”

After requesting an in-
vitation and logging in, 
Crystal invites you to search for anyone you 
might be interested in and peruse a beautifully 
laid out personal profile that offers prosaic infor-
mation about the individual in question as well as 

thoughtful, pragmatic suggestions for how best 
to engage with the subject in question.
 
A self-directed search reveals that Crystal feels 
59% confident in the accuracy of my profile, 

and yet the per-
sonal summation 
— “Hannah has a 
dynamic, creative 
personality and 
trusts feelings and 
gut instinct more 
than rules or logic, 
which can seem un-
predictable” — is 
both frighteningly 
accurate and un-
commonly poetic, 
for a web app.
 
Crystal offers spe-
cific suggestions for 
speaking to, email-
ing, or working with 
the subject in ques-
tion (“Tell Hannah 
a few jokes,” “Use 
self-deprecating hu-
mor (don’t take act 
like you take your-
self too seriously,” 
“Send a reminder 
the day before a 
meeting”). 
 
Unable to resist the 
lure of an app that 
purports to offer 
such perceptive 
insights with so 
little input, I took 
up the challenge 
of communicat-

ing with Crystal as my guide. As I went about 
my daily email routine, the app would interrupt 
every so often with simple suggestions (“Never 
use an exclamation point when communicat-

ing with Leah,” “Pique Rachael’s curiosity in the 
first sentence or she’ll stop reading,” “Try a more 
informal greeting”). After checking in with the 
friends, family, coworkers, and collaborators who 
had been my guinea pigs, it seems that most Crys-
tal-powered emails were indistinguishable from 
ordinary emails, other than being slightly “stiff ” 
or “impersonal.” Writing to relative strangers, on 
the other hand, was altogether empowering — 
with Crystal there to suggest a more appropriate 
greeting, to casually correct an invitation (“James 
doesn’t like to arrange meetings more than a few 
days in advance,”), Crystal began to feel like a 
psychic for the internet age.
 
As identity becomes increasingly bound up in the 
exponential increase of information overtaking 
the modern age, the idea that privacy is a matter 
of personal control becomes increasingly prob-
lematic, and whether you find it comforting or 
creepy, Crystal is here to help you marshall that 
information in the name of professional success 
and personal satisfaction, for $19 dollars a month 
after your free trial expires. ◼

To Whom It May Concern
 

The End of Anonymity in Emailing

by Hannah Nelson Teutsch

“Hannah has a  
dynamic, creative  
personality and 
trusts feelings and 
gut instinct more 
than rules or logic, 
which can seem  
unpredictable”

— Crystal App

Screenshot of personal Crystal profile 
by Hannah Nelson Teutsch, 2015.
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moovel.com
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With the mobility app moovel you bundle other 
mobility options alongside the car. Why does your 
parent company, Daimler AG, support this?

Robert Henrich: Assuming that in ten to fifteen 
years autonomous driving will be a reality, there 
could be two outcomes: First, an autonomous 
driving function is built into your personal vehicle. 
As a result the transportation performance might 
increase. Urban sprawl might also increase be-
cause people no longer find commuting to the 
suburbs as inconvenient. Outcome two: Auton-
omous carsharing. The autonomous carsharing 
vehicle would pick up customers, and makes look-
ing for parking at the end of the trip unnecessary.  
 
With moovel, car2go and mytaxi, we are already 
learning about the transportation models that can 
be used when autonomous driving is a reality. We 
don‘t see this as cannibalizing the existing busi-
ness, but as an organizational path into a future 
when certain competency areas are needed for the 
transition.

Where do you stand with moovel today?

Search, book and pay for mobility with a single 
app – that‘s moovel. Our mobility app intelligently 
brings together various means of transport and 
plans the best route from A to B. We combine 
public transport, the carsharing providers car2go 
and Flinkster, mytaxi and other taxi services, rental 
bikes and Deutsche Bahn. 

How important is cooperation to moovel?

We are completely open to cooperation and invite 
mobility providers to offer their services via moovel. 
Just a few months ago we combined moovel with 
Flinkster, the mobility platform of Deutsche Bahn, 
and thereby created the largest network of innova-
tive mobility services in Germany. The combination 
of the car2go and Flinkster carsharing services 
means that over 7,000 vehicles are available to our 
customers. moovel customers can now book and 
use Flinkster vehicles. In turn, Flinkster customers 
can reserve and use car2go vehicles. The complete 
rental process takes place via smartphone.

Learning for a future  
when autonomous driving is a reality
Interview with Robert Henrich, CEO of moovel GmbH

Robert Henrich, CEO moovel GmbH

Robert Henrich led the development and 
launch of the car2go urban mobility concept 
and acts as CEO of moovel GmbH, a subsid-
iary of Daimler AG. Before becoming CEO 
of moovel GmbH in 2014, Daimler Mobility 
Services GmbH in 2013 and car2go GmbH in 
2010, Robert Henrich held various positions 
within Daimler AG. In 2007 he joined Daimler’s 
lab for innovative business models (Busi-
ness Innovation) as a Senior Manager and 
developed car2go. Before joining Daimler, 
he started his career as co-partner in an 
advertising agency. Robert Henrich studied 
social sciences at the University of Göttingen, 
Germany.

150812_TED_Magazin_2015_Interview_235x151.indd   1 12.08.15   16:26

More and more, news outlets are relying 
less and less on content created by hu-
mans. As AI-powered natural language 

generators from companies like Automated In-
sights and Narrative Science ink deals with re-
porting powerhouses from AP to Fortune Maga-
zine, you can be sure that a good portion of what 
you read online and in print is published without 
any human input…but would you even notice if 
you were getting your news from a robot?

Before you answer, consider this — content gen-
erators feed the news beast based solely on raw 
data, but the algorithms behind these complex 
new technologies are designed specifically to 
comb through all of that information in search 
of both the key statistics and the points of inter-
est that can improve a narrative. Programs such 
as Wordsmith from Automated Insights take the 

idea of natural style to a whole new level by of-
fering news agencies the option to program the 
tone of the reporting, from sassy to straightfor-
ward, based on the specific requirements of the 
publication.

So now that you have a primer in automated con-
tent generation, what do you think — can you tell 
which of these snippets from published stories 
was written by a reporter and which was gener-
ated by a robot?

1. “A shallow magnitude 3.0 earthquake was re-
ported Friday morning near Marina del Rey, ac-
cording to the U.S. Geological Survey. The tem-
blor occurred at 11:48 a.m. PST at a depth of 6.2 
miles.”

2. “Seismologists say Monday’s magnitude 4.4 
temblor near Westwood could mark the begin-
ning of the end for L.A.’s years-long “earthquake 
drought.”

3. “BOSTON — Things looked bleak for the An-
gels when they trailed by two runs in the ninth 
inning, but Los Angeles recovered thanks to a key 
single from Vladimir Guerrero to pull out a 7-6 

victory over the Boston Red Sox at Fenway Park 
on Sunday.”

4. “The Iowa baseball team dropped the finale of 
a three-game series, 7-5, to Michigan Saturday 
afternoon. Despite the loss, Iowa won the series 
having picked up two wins in the twinbill at Ray 
Fisher Stadium Friday.”

5. “Denny’s Corporation notched a grand slam of 
its own in the first quarter, earning a better-than-
expected ten cents a share, as restaurant sales 
jumped by more than 7-percent. Operating rev-
enues topped $120 million.”

6. “Wall Street is expecting lower profit for Cabot 
Oil & Gas when the company reports its second 
quarter results on Friday, July 24, 2015. Analysts 
are expecting earnings per share of three cents 
after the company booked a profit of 27 cents a 
share a year earlier.” ◼

1) A Curve Ball—A human reporter generated this algorithm 

(“Quakebot”) to publish up-to-the-minute information on earth-

quakes. Although the writing is generated by computer, the reporter 

wrote the code and so the articles carry a human byline. 2) Human 

3) Robot 4) Human 5) Human 6) Robot

by Hannah Nelson Teutsch

Journalism by Algorithm

Contribution by Partner
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L ee’s first TED talk shared her life jour-
ney and was viewed online over five mil-
lion times. Her book “The Girl with Seven 

Names” was released this year by HarperCollins 
UK. This September, Lee will talk at TEDxBerlin 
about Exponential Change in Korea and her po-
litical activism. In an interview with AHEAD, she 
addresses questions on her personal change.

AM: What coping mechanisms have you devel-
oped as means to take on the opposed changes in 
your life?

HL: I’ve learned to adapt to my environment in 
order to survive. Living under the radar in China, 
I had to constantly change my identity to pre-
vent repatriation. I became the Girl with Seven 
Names. There was never really much time to 
deliberately cope with my problems  because I 
have always been focusing on one challenge after 
another - like guiding my family from North Ko-
rea to freedom, and then learning English as my 
third language in South Korea just to keep up with 
the intensely competitive educational system. 
Living in so many different environments under 
various names, made me experience an identity 
crisis that I still can’t fully resolve.

AM: How does this identity crisis manifest itself?

HL: As North Korean defectors, we love our 
homeland and the people we grew up with but we 
hate the dictatorial regime - which makes identi-
fication with our country unbearable. Living in 
China for more than a decade made me feel like 
becoming Chinese. However, Korean defectors 

are hunted and repatriated in China so neither 
can I call that country my home. South Korea has 
offered me freedom and an opportunity to live 
my life without constant fear. Yet defectors like 
me are often viewed with mistrust or ambiva-
lence and treated like outsiders. This makes it dif-
ficult to fully embrace South Korea as my home. 

AM: You are a girl without a country who had to 
change with each home. As the “Girl with Seven 
Names”, did you develop different personalities 
when changing identities? 

HL: Although I had to constantly change my 
name to protect my identity, my personality ba-
sically remained the same. Changes in circum-
stances often  required me to relocate. For ex-
ample, after someone reported me to the police 
for being an illegal defector, I moved to Shanghai. 
There I got a new name, new documents, new 
apartment, new 
friends; new job. 
Thus, I got used 
to becoming a 
different person 
on the outside 
without affect-
ing my personal-
ity on the inside. 
A real challenge 
was to deal with 
unexpected en-
counters with 
people from 
an old identity 
while maintain-

ing my secret of being a North Korean defector.

AM: How do you feel about people considering 
you a “heroic figure“?  

HL: Perhaps people call me heroic because as a 
teenage North Korean defector, I managed to live 
secretly by myself in China for more than a de-
cade and helped my family escape. I don’t want to 
be considered a heroic figure since so many defec-
tors suffered and endured much more than me. 
I’m just one of few who were lucky to overcome 
ordeals to live in freedom and safety now - but 
many defectors don’t have that kind of luck. 

Most people in the world probably take their free-
dom for granted. My only hope is that one day 
the regime removes travel restrictions, so North 
Koreans can leave the country without it being 
considered a daring or heroic act. ◼
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“It was really exciting to secretly and illegally 
watch Chinese TV channels, and I was fascinated 
by the bright lights of China just across the river 
from my home, so one day I decided to take a bold 
step across the border and explore the outside 
world.”

Interview with Hyeonseo Lee by Kira Fenne

At the age of 17, Hyeonseo Lee left her family to flee North Korea. She became a defector. The next 10 years, 
Lee lived in China as an illegal immigrant. Moving then to bustling South Korea, Lee helped her family es-
cape the ruthless regime of Kim Jong-il. 
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